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Abstract
In this thesis it will be discussed if a sharing framework can be efficiently implemented in an
existing system such that shared data can be retrieved in acceptable time. Background information for used access models and frameworks are given. The implementation of the actual
project is explained alongside with the description of the construction of a web-based GUI for
access management. The implementation consists of two alternatives which will be compared
in detail in terms of run time efficiency. It should be shown how retrieving processes can be
sped up with the help of an additional relationship inside the database model. The GUI shall
serve as an example that it is possible to build a tool which is able to stay structured and manageable even with many created permissions.
The thesis creates the foundation for an enhanced learning experience by enabling the Learning Context Project to provide recommendations. In this context, sharing is needed, as no entity
should be able to access a user’s data without a permission. Therefore the project wants to
provide users with the possibility to choose who can retrieve their data. Users need the ability
to grant access to other users or entities. Because hundreds of data records are generated
each day for each user, the implemented framework has to come up with an simple way to
define sets of shared data, which might include future records. Furthermore these definitions
have to be translatable into database queries in an efficient way, as an acceptable response
time for shared data should be guaranteed.
Therefore, the thesis makes use of a slightly modified fine grained access control model in combination with role based access control enforcement. This way the usability and correctness of
the system should be assured. As mentioned, a design and an implementation for such a sharing system is provided. Based on run-time tests two different implementations are evaluated to
identify the alternative which is better fitted for the requirements of a responsive system. Furthermore a web-based user interface which provides the possibility to manage granted access
rights, is described.
This thesis concludes that a sharing system can be implemented in an efficient way such that
it answers requests in an acceptable amount of time.
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Part I

1 Introduction
Sharing - a well known action, performed by almost everyone. It plays a major role in the daily
life of all kinds of people. Be it a child sharing its toy-car-collection with a friend, someone
who shares a good whiskey with some colleagues or two groups of strangers sharing a table
in a crowded cocktail bar. Formally sharing describes either the action of dividing a part of
something among people or it describes a part or action to which people contribute. Therefore
sharing does not necessarily involve physical goods like toy cars or whiskey. Incorporeal goods
like information and knowledge can also be shared, usually practiced by parents, teachers and
lecturers. It may be one of the most important forms of sharing as it helps people to learn.
But why do we share? Even though this question may be better off with a philosopher or
a sociologist, a simple explanation shall be given nevertheless. Generally speaking, sharing
increases some sort of wealth or reduces costs for persons participating in the action. For
example a carpool reduces the car-owner’s overall maintenance costs since the participants
pay him or her money for gas and provision of the car. The participants themselves can reduce
their time to work if they are traveling by car and not by train or bus. Furthermore, their traveling
costs could also be lower as the costs for driving a car alone. Another example is the sharing
of knowledge especially in terms of teaching. Students learning something new, can be able
to achieve an academic degree which is a benefit for various reasons, such as being qualified
for higher payed jobs or standing as a personal achievement. Teachers or lecturers benefit
from a rising intellectual level which will eventually results in higher quality of life through new
inventions and findings. While at the topic of information sharing, one also has to consider
modern media which allows users to communicate and thus exchange information without the
need of being at the same place nor being active at the same time. Not only is this way of
communication faster than traditional ways, such as writing a letter or calling someone, it can
also reach a much wider audience. These modern communication channels, the internet and
social media, are enormous platforms where people can exchange information and share their
opinions. In order to retrieve these information at a later point in time, it is necessary that posts
are stored in a database. Because a user should not be able to access every post of any
user, a management system has to be provided to control access. This leads us to the field
of computer science where sharing plays an important role in many topics. May it be a shared
memory for multi-core CPU, shared documents of users in a LAN environment or to stick to the
previous example, shared posts in a social network.
The general idea of sharing in computer science is to provide someone with the permission to
access some resources in a reading or writing manner. It is used in local as well as in network
environments and helps to distribute and share data. Furthermore, information sharing and
shared access allows a number of systems to work together to solve a task. For example,
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a cluster of systems can process a difficult and time consuming task by splitting it in smaller
parts. Each part is processed by another system of the cluster. After finishing the sub-task, a
system sends all other participants the partial solution, eventually resulting in the knowledge
of all sub-solutions for each system. Now every system can compute the solution to the global
task and thus save computational time.
Picking up the social network example once more, if someone accesses older posts, he or she
usually accesses a database through an interface to retrieve the data. These interfaces rely
on database access services which are needed to control access to stored information. By
using restrictions and permissions for users regarding different database entries, the access
control can be realized. These rules can be different for each user on each entry and are
necessary to give fine grained access to the database. A user who only has a partial access
to a subset A of a database while another user has access to part B and not A is a schematic
description of such an accurate access control. A concrete example would be a paid user
account which is granted an extended access to a movie information database which would
provide a more detailed insight to the productions of different motion pictures. Another example
is the withhold of personal data due to security and privacy reasons. These information might
only be shared with predefined user-selected participants of a system. In general databasecontrol is an approach for selected sharing and can be used not only to spread information and
knowledge but also to enforce privacy security.

1.1 Motivation
The Learning Context Project [17] is a scientific project currently in development. It aims to
collect data from its users to provide them with a reflecting view about their daily activities.
To be more precise, it should provide the opportunity to get an insight view of ones learning
activities and behavior. The project creates open learner models representing users and their
current state of learning. These models are editable, meaning each user can decide at any
point which data shall be retrieved and which existing data may be deleted or altered. In
its current state the target group of the Learning Context Project are students of the RWTH
Aachen University. In order to support and improve their learning behavior, not only the self
reflection and awareness, already provided by the system, is needed, recommendations about
changing learning routines or asking someone with more experience and knowledge for help is
worthwhile. While this require different recommender algorithms and systems, an even more
important step has to be taken first. Because the systems philosophy and part of the openlearner-model-idea is that “your data belongs to you", the project should not access data in any
way it is not permitted to. Therefore a user has to give permission to the system to access parts
of his or her data in a reading manner. Another improvement and motivation for users is the
ability to compare and compete with each other. Taking a students everyday life as a reference
point, one will quickly observe that most students tend to compare grades from exams or points
of exercises with each other. Moreover, social networks and platforms like Facebook or Reddit,
are frequently used by students [1]. People tend to share information and thoughts with others,
may it be just to inform others or to show off ones achievements. Therefore, the possibility to
share ones collected data not only with a system but also with other users could have a positive
impact on learning behaviors as people may be encouraged to work harder to better compete
with others. With the addition of sharing capabilities the system could provide the users an
improved experience and further support to achieve their learning goals.

1.2. Outline
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1.2 Outline
Succeeding the introduction and motivation, this section will now describe the thesis’ further
structure. It will continue with the outline of the general aim of the project along with its scientific questions. The next part will present the objectives, describing the general goals which
should be accomplished during the work on this project. They are the basis for the answer to
the research questions. Next some background information will be provided to give a better
insight and understanding to the workflow and made decisions. Beneath others, the Learning
Context Project will be described and a more detailed explanation to open learner models shall
be given. Given some background information, the thesis proceeds with the demonstration of
related work and projects. It will show ideas and drawbacks of other programs and frameworks
which can be used as references while implementing the project trying to achieve the defined
objectives.
The second part starts off with a description of the conceptual idea of the implementation and
the predicted workflow. Next, different approaches and their pros and cons are discussed along
with an detailed description of the final decision. Based on this, the next chapter portrays different aspects of the implementation work. The new datastructure along with new and altered
interfaces are characterized. A graphical user interface using the latest implemented backend
features will be shown. To improve the experience some runtime and query optimizations have
been made and will be presented in the last part of the development section.
Following the implementation an evaluation regarding the comparison of the two implementations will be presented. A detailed analysis with different database configurations should
provide an insight to the implementations reactions to growing databases.
In the last part, a concluding summary will be given with a detailed discussion regarding the
research question. Last but not least ideas for future work and enhancements based on the
thesis outcome will be presented.

1.3 Aim
As stated in the motivation chapter, the Learning Context Project can be enhanced to provide a
better user experience and improved learning support. Therefore this thesis’ goal is to extend
the Learning Context Project in a way that it allows users to share their data with other entities.
These entities can be other users, future recommender algorithms of the system or other analyzing tools.
A scenario which should be supported is the following:
Given are two users Antje and Bernd. Antje wants to grant Bernd the permission to access
her location data and app start information for the application WhatsApp. Nothing else should
be shared with Bernd. Additionally she wants to share these events with him if and only if they
occur between 10:00 and 17:00 on a weekday. Furthermore she wants to exclude the first five
days of each month from being sharing. To allow Bernd this specific access rule, Antje logs
into a website, creates a permission for him which will automatically be published to the server.
After her actions, Bernd tries to access Antje’s data from a time span reaching from 9:00 to
13:00 and 16:00 to 17:00. The system should automatically truncate the requests to fit the
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granted permission and will not return events from 9:00 to 10:00. Bernd is then provided with
the result of the modified query.
As one can observe, the permission contains several conditions which need be fulfilled before
a data entry can be retrieved. It contains repeating time and date values along with filter for
specific events. The thesis will evaluate if a project can be able to provide such a fine grained
access control. Furthermore, it should be elaborated if such or even more complex queries,
restricted by multiple different permissions, can efficiently be answered by means of computational time. That being said, the project has to be smoothly integrated into the Learning Context
Project without altering existing services or data structures in a significant way.

2 Objectives
The aim of the project which was described in the previous section leads to the following research questions:
• Is it possible to design a data structure which can store complex access rights for large
sets of data records?
• Is a system able to retrieve shared data in an acceptable amount of time, using the data
structure?
In order to create a project which can answer these questions, different objectives have to be
accomplished. Each of these objectives provides a partial solution to the overall task of creating
a sharing framework and should therefore be created with usability, simplicity and scalability in
mind. While the usability is important for later user acceptance, the simplicity is needed for
future developers, which should not need to read a large manual in order to understand the
implemented project. Though simplicity is important, it should not impair the performance which
could reduce the users experience with the system, which could ultimately lead him or her to
leave it. Because of this worst case scenario, it is important that each objective is scalable
and performs well in terms of response times even on large scale databases with thousands of
users each creating hundreds of permissions for millions of database entries.
The following objectives will describe the abstract ideas for the implementation and shall reflect
the challenges which have to be overcome. First off, the back-end data structure has to be
extended such that it supports some kind of data access management. Then the existing
interface has to be modified to work with the adapted data structure. Along with the changes to
the existing interface, new methods have to be implemented which allow the actual use of the
new data structure to realize sharing. During the extension of the interface some sort of query
optimization has to be implemented to keep the system responsive. Finally, the user has to be
provided with some sort of graphical user interface in order to organize his given permissions.
As before, this management tool has to be simple, usable and scalable, because a user should
be able to quickly navigate through his or her shared data and permissions in an intuitive way,
even if he or she created a lot of them. Therefore it is important to provide a GUI which is
structured, easy to understand and responsive.

2.1 Permission management
One fundamental objective for this project is an appropriation of tools and data structures to
create powerful permissions for users. When designing a data structure for permissions, several aspects have to be taken into consideration in order to provide meaningful sharing options
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to a user. Sharing by date for example is one of these aspects. It has to be decided, if it should
be possible and if so, should their be the possibility to only provide a period of time or should
the user be enabled to provide reoccurring dates? It could also be meaningful to combine both
date filters, but then again it may overwhelm the user because of too many options. Another
aspect is the filtering for specific data entries that should be shared with other users. Is this
necessary and if so to what extend should a user be able to specify the filter? How finely granulated does such a filter has to be?
If those questions are answered, one has to find an efficient way to store permissions. Because
there is a potential large number of users in the system, an even larger amount of permissions
may be created which have to be stored. Therefore the permission data structure should be
as small as possible while containing as much information as necessary in order to keep the
physical size small. Furthermore, these permissions should be easy to retrieve in order to keep
database access time low while searching for specific permissions for requesting users.
A further challenge is the decision, how permissions are stored and linked to affected users
or entries. There exist several approaches which could suffice for this project. For example,
one could assign permissions directly to a user, meaning this permission can be used as a
filter to retrieve shared database entries from a user. Another example is the assignment of
roles to multiple users. These roles are then provided with permissions and could retrieve data
analogous to the previous example. A completely different approach is the direct assignment of
users and shared data entries. In that case a permission can be used to find shared entries and
assign those to a user, who is then able to directly access entries without additional filtering.
All in all one has to find a trade-off between complexity and simplicity in terms of filter options
for users and find a trade-off between occupied storage size and access time while retrieving
shared data.

2.2 Web API
While the permission data structure is the necessary backbone of the project, the web API
enforcing those permissions brings real use to the structure. It will be the main channel to
request shared data and will provide its service not only to applications hosted on the home
server but to any registered program. Therefore, it should provide all necessary interfaces to
create, get, modify and delete permissions. Additionally, the API should be used to retrieve
shared data and is responsible of enforcing permissions. It is of prime importance that no
other data than explicitly chosen via permissions will be shared with third parties. This regards
not only third parties granted no access at all, but also users trying to access data other then
explicitly allowed to retrieve.
The API should feature a retrieving interface, which allows to define several filters for requesting
users. Therefore, it should be possible to retrieve different sets of shared data. For example,
one should be able to request data from multiple users at once and filter the result by a specific
criteria. It should also be possible to retrieve all shared data without explicitly providing user
identifiers. This may be needed for future recommender algorithms or other systems.
Another key feature of the API is its performance. As stated in the previous chapter, it is
important to keep access times low in order to provide the user an enjoyable experience. This
also means that the API has to take care of efficient permission and data retrieval. Therefore,
the API plays an important role and is one major objective as it provides access to shared data
to the outside world.
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2.3 Query optimization
As described in the previous section, the project aims to provide an API with various filter options for querying shared data entries. Therefore, optimizing the actual database query along
with the overall retrieving process is necessary to provide an responsive interface.
Challenges arrive for example if a request is send which asks to retrieve data from different
users, all filtered by a certain property like the publishing date or time. As depicted in picture
2.1, a user can create multiple permissions for his or her database entries. These permissions
can grant access to parts of the database where no entry is stored, because the database is
continuously filled with new information and one does not know in advance all possible permutation for new data entries. Furthermore, some events are covered by multiple permissions as
its the case for user B. If a query is send, the system has to filter the available information by
the permissions given to the requesting user and by the request itself. As one can see in the
figure, there are queries in the requested area where no permission is given, so the system has
to take care of it. The figure gave an example of how different users can grant different permis-

data is not shared

data is shared and requested

data is shared
Permission A1

Request

Permission A2

User A s
Entries
Publishing Date
User B s
Entries

Permission B1

Permission B2

Permission B3

Figure 2.1: Different database entries with different permissions from different users

sions for the same time span, along with an example request trying to access non shared data.
The system is in charge of enforcing these sharing rules and it should handle it in an efficient
way.
Query optimization is important when shared data is accessed. There might be multiple permissions with multiple filters all of which have to be applied to database entries to check whether
they should be shared or not. Thus, an efficient way of retrieving permissions, combining them
and retrieving relevant data has to be found in order to provide a responsive interface. Multiple
approaches should be taken into consideration to find an efficient solution to this problem.
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2.4 Web GUI
In order to interact with the new features of the Learning Context Project, a web application with
a graphical user interface should be created. It should enable the user to create permissions
and grant them to other users of the system. Additionally, it should feature the possibility to
exemplary check what kind of data will be shared if a specific permission is used to retrieve
data.
It will be important to provide the user with a structured and simple permission-overview as he
or she might create numerous of sharing rules for different other users. The web application
should provide an appealing visual experience to the user, using modern design elements and
a flat navigation hierarchy.
Focusing on the web GUI, a nice user experience is of importance as it will be the first available
graphical interface for users to interact with the new sharing elements. A bad first experience
might withhold people from using future sharing features.

3 Background
After providing an insight of the goals and objectives of this thesis, some background information is needed. This chapter will cover a description about open learner models and how they
can support ones learning activities. As a concrete implementation of an open learner model,
the the Learning Context Project will be introduced. Furthermore, it is the context in which
this thesis’ implementation should be integrated and therefore information about its purpose,
existing features and data structure is necessary.
At last different database access schemes shall be presented and their use in the in the context
of this thesis’ work should be explained.

3.1 Open Learner Model
The Learning Context Project is based on a concept called open learner model. This is a
model revolving around a learner, usually a pupil or student, representing its knowledge and
difficulties. While a student learns, his or her respective model is evolving and adapting the
current state of knowledge. Thus it is an dynamic model with the ability to depict changes of
the persons understanding it is representing [6]. It is called “open” learner model, because the
person represented by the data can see and to some extend modify the model. Susan Bull and
Judy Kay separate between four different variants [7]:
1. The inspectable learner model allows its user to only view the model, modification of it
is system controlled. They aim to raise awareness of the users knowledge and therefore
provide reflection [7].
2. The editable learner model, realized by the Learning Context Project, gives the ability to
modify the model in any way, such that it fits the user’s self-assessment [7].
3. Mixed control learner models build their representation of a student from gathered data
and user provided assessments. It is a hybrid system of the first two and does only allow
the user to modify a selected part of the model. He or she is still able to view the whole
learner model [7].
4. Independent open learner models are detached from larger systems. They gather data
and provide them to users but do not guide the learner in any way. The learner is in full
charge of the evolving model and has to direct it [7].
Open learner models can help users to improve their knowledge and discover difficulties in
learning activities. Selfreflection allows them to critically evaluate their learning behavior. Equipped
with sharing capabilities, an open learner model could be extended by recommender algorithms
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giving suggestions for new learning materials or different learning strategies, by evaluating other
users activities.

3.2 The Learning Context Project
The Learning Context Project is a system aiming to support users with recommendations and
self reflecting views about their daily actions and learning activities [17]. It gathers data from
different sources, processes it and visualizes it in different ways. Figure 3.1 depicts this process
in a schematic way. As displayed, information is stored in a central database, where it later can

Figure 3.1: A schematic representation of the Learning Context Project [17]

be retrieved by the respective user. The data available on the server is gathered by so called
collectors. They track a user’s activity and generate hundreds of events each day which are
then uploaded. Currently there exists the mobile application for Android called BigBrother [18]
which tracks various activities and a data crawler utilizing a Twitter account of a user to extract
his or her interests [5].
Different tools which display the collected data in a structured way are provided by the system.
These visualizers can depict frequently visited locations, patterns in mobile application activities
or the daily amount of usage of different apps. One of these visualizers is SmartDay [12]. It
is an Android application which allows users to view on a map where they were and what
smartphone apps they have used at a specific place. It supports users by providing them a
self-reflecting view, which can be used to evaluate one’s daily activities.
Since the data structure is a core feature of the Learning Context Project and important for any
application communicating with the system, it will be described in detail in the next subsection.
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3.2.1 Data Structure
The best way to describe the data structure is to start off with the following figure 3.2 For the

User

Name

1

has

Name
Weight

Timestamp

Stage

0..n

Action

Interest

0..n

has

1..n

Event
Session
1

0..n

has

has

1

has
1

1..n

Category

Type

0..n

Entitiy

Source

Minor
Major

Key

Value

Title

Platform

Figure 3.2: The data structure used by the Learning Context Project (version 4)

sake of simplicity and readability, not all properties are depicted in the figure. For example,
identifiers or different creation dates are left out. The picture displays all core properties of the
data structure.
As one can observe, the user created information are called events and only belong to one
user. An Event stores information about its creation, action and a potential session. The field
action can have the value START, UPDATE or END which indicates for example the state of a
mobile application. An event always has a category which further describes it. The category
type describes whether the event was generated in a WORK, PRIVATE or ACADEMIC context. The
major property describes what general category the event lies in and determines the valid and
more specific classes for the minor property. The classes for the major category are either
ENVIRONMENT, BIO or ACTIVITY. ENVIRONMENT regards minor classes like POSITION, LIGHT or
NOISE, categories describing environmental influences recorded by sensors. ACTIVITY comprises various minor categories like NETWORK, SCREEN, PICTURE or READING, which involve actions the user or his or her devices are performing. BIO currently has no minor categories but
could later be supplemented with sensor data monitoring a users body and physical activities
like PULSE or STEPS.
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Entities hold the actual information of the generated events. For example, if an event is generated with the major category ENVIRONMENT and the minor category POSITION, it would have two
entities with keys lat and lng and respective values describing latitude and longitude. Another
example for an entity is the key screen_on and value true or false indicating if the mobile
phone’s screen has been turned on or off.
The source identifies the application and its platform, either STATIONARY, for applications running on computer, WEBBASED, for web based applications, or MOBILE, for smartphone applications.
An example event filled with data can be found in the following code snippet which is structured
in JSON format.
1

{

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

}

Id :255986 ,
Timestamp : " 2015 -09 -10 14:07:18 "
Source : " de . thues . bigbrother " ,
Platform : " MOBILE " ,
Action : " UPDATE " ,
Category Type : " PRIVATE " ,
Category Major : " ENVIRONMENT " ,
Category Minor : " POSITION " ,
Entities :
[
{
key : " lat " ,
value : " 50.7712879 "
},
{
key : " lng " ,
value : " 6.1006231 "
}
],
Session : " "

Last entity of figure 3.2 is the interest. Currently, this is the newest addition to the project
and was implemented by Roman Brandt [5]. An interest has a name and contains a stage
and weight. Stages separate new or volatile interests from those concerning the user over a
long time span. The weight is a user given attribute to indicate the current importance of an
interest [5]. An interest can have many related events but not every event needs to have an
interest. Interests can be used to better categorize the users gathered data and therefore help
to provided better structured self-reflecting overviews to the user.
As shown, the current data structure is a complex format, capable of storing and categorizing
various information gathered from different platforms and applications.

3.2.2 The API and Privacy
To retrieve stored information, one can use the existing web API. It provides access to the
database and returns data structured the way described in the previous section. Currently,
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there exists a diversity of different functions which can be used to execute various actions
concerning events, users and interests.
The web API, a RESTful API, allows users to GET, POST, PUT and DELETE events. This means,
that users are in full control of their stored data. They can decide which events will remain on
a server and which should be deleted. For example, the user may inspect some of his or her
data and is dissatisfied with his past decision to store position data from last weekend with the
category type PRIVATE. Therefore, he or she calls the respective API method with a matching
filter and deletes those events.
The stated filter can also be used when retrieving data. It allows to set various properties to
retrieve a subset of available data from the server. For example, one can filter by a specific time
span or category type. The full filter structure can be found in the following JSON description.
1

{

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

}

end :[ timestamp ] ,
start :[ timestamp ] ,
category :{
type :[ string or string array ] ,
minor :[ string or string array ] ,
major :[ string or string array ]
},
platform :[ string or string array ] ,
entities :[{
key :[ string ] ,
value :[ string ]
} ,...
],
interest :{
name :[ string or string array ] ,
stage :[ string or string array ] ,
weight_start :[ string ] ,
weight_end :[ string ] ,
}

As one can observe, there are several fields that can also take a string array as input to provide
the possibility to give more parameters. Additionally the same structure exists as a blacklist
filter, which comes in handy if one wants to exclude a subset of values.
Users are not only able to delete events, they are also able to completely delete their account
from the server, leaving no data like events or entities in the database. This is can be mandatory
if for example, a participant of the system wants to delete his or her account after he or she
graduated and does not use the system anymore. Thus the API can be called and all data
associated with user will be removed from the database.
The possibility to access all data, be able to modify and delete it, enables the user to fully
administer his or her own data. The system wants to ensure that the user is the only one
capable of deciding what information about him or her is gathered and stored. Additionally the
owner of the data is the only one who is able to delete or modify entries and only he or she is in
charge to decide who is able to access this sensible data. This is necessary to gain the user’s
trust in the system and to promote security and data privacy. Furthermore, this complies with
the idea of the editing open learner model described in section 3.1.
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3.2.3 Enhancements and Additions
The Learning Context Project in its current state can provide a self reflecting view to users. The
system is capable of storing various information and applications can display them in a structured, meaningful way. But the user experience can be improved by providing new features.
For example, recommendations for a more efficient learning strategy or better learning material
could be provided. Also, the possibility to compete with each other by comparing results of
learning curves or points for exercises can be of interest for users [8].
To be able to realize those features the system would have to provide data sharing possibilities,
as the user has to decide how his or her data is used and by whom. Therefore, extending the
project by sharing capabilities would also create the foundation for other future features.

3.3 Database Access Schemes
Sharing capabilities in a system, require some sort of access management which controls who
can access what resources. One popular approach is the use of Role-Based Access Control.
It consists of roles, users and permissions. Users are members of roles which contain permissions for specific data. RBAC systems decide if a user can access a resource based on his
roles permissions, rather than permission given to the user itself. This way access rights are
more easy to mange as they are assigned and controlled at fewer points [15]. Permissions in
an RBAC system given are always positive, meaning they allow access to a specific resource,
while all others remain blocked [15].
The Fine Grained Access Control model is based on the role-based access control model [16].
It features a more granular assignment of resources and can be used to address different hierarchy levels of a database. It is possible to grant access to different tables or even records [16].
Sehta et al. propose a framework for fine grained access control in relational databases which
enforces access control on database level by query rewriting [16]. They want to enforce access
control by adding constraints provided by respective roles to a database query. These restrictions directly aim at properties of database entries and are of form left-hand-side operator
right-hand-side, where left-hand-side describes tables and columns of the database or
a time restriction, right-hand-side provides a value and operator could be ≤, ≥ or = [16].
These restrictions can be combined by in a policy which connects them with an OR. Multiple
policies are stored in a role which combines them with an AND. This way any boolean condition
about database records can be given as policies represent the Conjunctive Normal Form [16].
Because of the expressive power and the easy management model of permissions, this model
should serve as background for the upcoming extension of the Learning Context Project. To
get further impressions of exemplary work, the next section will feature related projects.

4 Related Work
Since this thesis aims to provide a sharing extension for the Learning Context Project, related
projects with similar possibilities as those to be implemented will be presented in this chapter.
Their concepts can be taken as a reference, in order to implement a project which reuses
elements to shorten development time and provide the user with an intuitive system consisting
of known parts. The following will present cloud storage which provide the possibility to explicitly
share files and folder structures, social networks where one can provide data which is implicitly
shared with befriended users and a realization of rule based filtering in email clients is shown.

4.1 Cloud Storage
Since the first release of Dropbox and Microsoft’s OneDrive, formerly known as SkyDrive, in
2007 [2] [14] and Google Drive in 2012 [11] their user bases have grown. 20 % of the Germans
state that they are using cloud storage [4].
For users it is an easy solution to backup important files or create some space on devices with
limited storage capacity such as smartphones. Another important feature is the fact, that data
is available from any device as long as the user logs into the respective website and downloads
the data. An additional feature of cloud storage is the ability to share uploaded files. This can
be helpful in various situations. For example, a student is able to share his or her digital lecture
notes with fellow students. He or she can explicitly allow specific users of the system to access
a file, while all other data will still be private and not accessible by others. One is also able to
share a folder with multiple files it across other participants of the system and each time a new
file is uploaded to this folder it is implicitly shared.
The realization of explicit sharing in a private and sensible data environment is desirable as
users should not share such data by accident or without their knowledge. But with an environment like the Learning Context Project where users can create hundreds of events per day,
explicit sharing of single entries would not be manageable. Therefore an approach similar to
the implicit sharing of files in a shared folder is more useful. Users could define some sort of
“folder” where uploaded data is automatically shared.
Another thing that is missing is the ability to automatically sort uploaded files to a specific folder.
In context of this thesis project, this is necessary, as data can be categorized by different properties and users might only want to share part of their data. Therefore the idea of explicit
assignment of rights to access a folder and the implicit sharing of data located inside the folder
is one important mechanism that should be used in the context of this thesis.
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4.2 Social Networks
When talking about sharing, one of the largest online media of modern times comes into mind.
Social networks, used by nearly 80% of adults which have access to the internet [9] [3], are
platforms for communication and sharing. On networks like Facebook or Google+, users can
befriend other users and share pictures or thoughts with them. Friends can be organized by
categorizing them into groups or circles. This separation can be used when posting new content to the social network. A user can decide which group or circle is able to view the newly
shared information. This means, users are granted implicit access shared data if they are a
member of a specific category.
Referring to the previous section, groups or circles are a more easy and intuitive way of categorizing users then assigning them to folders. This means when a user shares information,
he or she explicitly shares information with a group or circle and implicitly allows all users of
this group to view the content. A feature of this categorization that needs to be considered
is, that people who are added to a group are able to view content shared with the group from
the past. Additionally, users removed from a group are no longer able to access the shared
content. Using this features, users have an easy to maintain rights-management system.
Although the rights management is intuitive, there is still some automation missing which decides what content is to be shared with which group. Because this kind of automation would
not be meaningful in a social network where users post information deliberately and therefore
know to whom they want to share it. Another, more related scenario, is presented in the next
section.

4.3 Email Client Filter
An application where data is frequently received and filtered is an email client. It receives
multiple mails per day and is able to sort them to different folders according to different filters.
There exist a multitude of different email clients like Microsoft’s Outlook, Google’s Gmail or
Mozilla’s Thunderbird which are capable of automated email organization.
In order to automatically categorize an email and process different followup actions, the user
has to define some sort of rules first. These rules refer to various properties of an email like
the subject or the sender and define which values are allowed or forbidden. Multiple rules are
combined to a filter and incoming emails are checked against the defined conditions. If an email
suffices a filter, the respective action is executed. An example using Mozilla’s Thunderbird can
be found in the following. As displayed in figure 4.1, the user is able to create a filter with certain
rules. In this example, rules are located in the middle of the frame and were created for the
subject, sender and the arrival date. The radio buttons above the rules determine, whether the
they should be evaluated using a conjunction, disjunction or if they should be ignored. In figure
4.1 the radio button "Match all of the following" was selected, therefore the rules are connected
and evaluated using the boolean AND operator. The defined action is performed on an email if it
fulfills the criteria defined by the filter. Here the action defines that the email should be moved to
a folder. Thus an email from dummy@rwth-aachen.de with the subject New sharing technique,
arrived at 16th September 2015 would be automatically moved to the folder Master Thesis.
This technique of automated filtering of new arriving data is a key feature which should be
supported by this thesis’ implementation. It is necessary because it is too time consuming to
classify each generated event by hand. Therefore the user has to be able to create some sort
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Figure 4.1: An email filter from Thunderbird displaying various options for configuration.

of rule which is used as a filter to identify which roles grant access to what data.
With the background information as foundation and related work as partial solutions, the next
sections will combine this knowledge and provide the design and implementation of the sharing
system.

Part II

5 Concept and Design
After the presentation of related projects in chapter 4, the following will describe the evolution
of this thesis’ project concept based on elements previously introduced. Two approaches are
presented which combine mechanisms from chapter 3 and 4 in order to be able to provide a
responsive and scalable implementation. Furthermore, problems with the first approach and
their solutions in the final one are described in detail. But first off, the general idea of the
project’s structure will be presented which provides an overview of the to be realized tasks.

5.1 General Idea
As stated in chapter 2, the goal of this thesis is to show whether or not it is possible to design a
sharing framework which provides good user experience, is scalable and responsive. Therefore
the project has to be structured in such a way, that requested events are retrieved fast, even on
a large database and that the user can easily manage his or her shared data. Thus features and
mechanisms from the previous chapters were taken and combined to draw the basic concept
of this project.
Explicit sharing of folders as executed in cloud storage systems or the explicit assignment of
groups to users in social networks, follow the principle of role-based access management as
described in section 3.3. It allows the user to create roles and assign them to other users.
Access rights are then given to roles instead of users which simplifies the management when
multiple users are involved which should be granted the same rights.
Typically, role-based access schemes check requested resources if the user possesses one of
the roles allowed to retrieve the data. This means, that for each resource or in this case for each
event, it has to be decided whether a role should be granted access or not. An example can be
found in figure 5.1. The figure displays an exemplary situation of connected roles and events.
The shown user is member of Role 1 and can therefore access events 1, 2 and 3. Furthermore,
events 3 and 5 could be accessed by members of Role 2 and event 4 is not assigned to any
role and therefore cannot be accessed by any other user than the owner.
As mentioned early in this thesis, users can generate hundreds of events per day and manually
connecting events and roles would be to time consuming. Therefore an automated way has
to be used to connect both entities. Such a mechanism was presented in section 4.3, where
a user could provide different rules which where combined in a filter to perform actions on
affected emails. Such a classification mechanism shall be used in this thesis as it provides
a flexible way to categorize data by different properties which can be individually adjusted by
users.
Thus user should be able to create rules which are assigned to roles. Those rules can then
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Events
Event 1
Event 2
Event 3
Event 4
Event 5

Roles

User

Role 1
Role 2

Figure 5.1: Example of events affected by roles.

be used to classify events and validate whether a specific event shall be shared when a user
requests it. In figure 5.2 an exemplary role with rules is given. As displayed, the rules of the

Events
Event 1
Event 2
Event 3
Event 4
Event 5

Date
17.09.15

Role 1

User

18.09.15
19.09.15

Rules

20.09.15

Date start: 17.09.15
Date end: 19.09.15

21.09.15

Figure 5.2: Example of rules classifying events.

requesting user’s role are used to identify which events can be accessed. In this case, the date
property of event 1, 2 and 3 suffice the specified rules and can be retrieved by the user.
Since the user should be able to arbitrarily categorize his or her data for sharing, a variety of
options should be provided by the rules. Static time spans as well as reoccurring dates like
weekdays or the 5th of each month should be supported. Furthermore, users should have the
possibility to define allowed and disallowed values for event properties. Assigning multiple rules
to one role should further extend the configuration possibilities for a user.
As the general concept has now been explained, the following sections will describe different
approaches utilizing the concept to create a structure for this thesis’ implementation.
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5.2 First Approach
Using the general concept as a basis, the first approach was designed to give the user the
ability to create roles with multiple rules, each of which would affect one property of an event.
Combined with options for date restrictions, the following data model depicted in figure 5.3
was designed. The figure shows, that user can create multiple roles and add other users as

Role
*

- title : String
- createdAt : Date

createdBy

1

has *
*

affects

User
1

- name : String
...

*

Rule
- start : Date
- end : Date
- dayInMonthStart : int
- dayInMonthEnd : int
- dayInWeekStart : int
- dayInWeekEnd : int
- timeOfDayStart : int
- timeOfDayEnd : int
- table : String
- column : String
- value : String
- allowed : String

Figure 5.3: First data model designed to store information about shared access.

members. Each role has multiple rules which categorize events that should be shared. The
featured date and time properties include the start and exclude the end and refer to the creation
date of an event, where the other four properties, e.g. table, column, value and allowed allow
the user to specify a filter for an object related to an event. These objects were introduced in
figure 3.2 in chapter 3.
The following list describes the featured properties in more detail.
• start and end specify a fixed time span where an event has to be generated in, i.e. share
events between 17th September at 12:00 and 19th September 2015 at 17:00.
• dayInMonthStart and -End are used to specify reoccurring spans of days in a month, i.e.
events generated between the 5th and 9th of each month.
• dayInWeekStart and -End describes weekly occurrences and can be used for periods
such as from Monday to Friday.
• timeOfDayStart and -End allow the user to provide restrictions to periods of time. For
example, events created between 8:00 and 17:00.
• table, column, value and allowed give the user the possibility to create quadruples describing actual values of event properties other than dates. For example a user could define Category.Type 6= Private, by assigning Category to table, Type to column, Private
to value and setting allowed to false.
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An example of a rule can be found in the following code snippet1 .
1

{

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

}

start : " 0001 -01 -01 00:00:00 " ,
end : " 9999 -12 -31 23:59:59 " ,
dayInMonthStart : 1 ,
dayInMonthEnd : 31 ,
dayInWeekStart : " Monday " ,
dayInWeekEnd : " Friday " ,
timeDayStart : " 8:00 " ,
timeDayEnd : " 17:00 " ,
table : " cat_type " ,
column : " title " ,
value : " private " ,
allowed : false

In a sentence, this rule allows events to be shared that are gathered from Monday to Friday
between 8:00 and 17:00 where the title of the category type is not private. This rule should now
be used on the example database displayed in table 5.1. Applying the rule on the entries, only
Table 5.1: A small set of example events

id
1
2
3

Timestamp
2015-09-17 13:15
2015-09-17 11:11
2015-09-17 11:11

Cat_Type
Work
Private
Private

Cat_Major
Activity
Environment
Environment

Cat_Minor
Appstart
Position
Position

Key
app
lat
lng

Value
de.mcs.myl2p
50.7712879
6.1006231

the event with id 1 could be retrieved by a requesting user with a role containing this rule, as it
fulfills all criteria. The events with id 2 and 3 would not be accessible as both may have been
created in the defined time span, but do contain the disallowed value Private as category type.
To create a more complex filter, the user would have to create more rules and assign those to
the respective role. The role would then evaluate each rule and only if all are valid a certain
event would be shared. If two or more roles are found for a user, all events are returned that
are covered by at least one role. But this approach has a major drawback. First off, in a short
evaluation, it showed that users expected rules to be evaluated in a disjunctive way rather than
a conjunctive and even more important, a single role is not flexible enough to realize more
complex filters. For example, a user is unable to create a role with rules providing the following
filter
Cat_Type = Work ∨ (Cat_Type = Private ∧ Cat_Major = Environment).
A user could only achieve this if he or she would create two roles, one with a rule for Cat_Type =
Work and another with two rules for Cat_Type = Private ∧ Cat_Major = Environment. Then an
affected user would have to be added to both roles and because multiple roles are evaluated
disjunctive, the user would finally have achieved to create a filter with the stated properties.
Neither is this intuitive for a user nor could he or she keep track of different roles. Additionally,
the same time constraints would have been stored multiple times in different roles just for the
sake of creating a conjunctive or disjunctive filter.
1

Simplified values. An example with the final structure will be provided in chapter 6
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Another drawback was found while further evaluating this approach. If users would create multiple rules for a role which would not, or just partly, overlap in time constraints, there were two
potential ways to handle this. The first way would be to strictly evaluate rules by conjunction.
This would possibly lead to unexpected behavior where users would potentially create two or
more rules which together could not be satisfied by any event. An example would be one rule
which allows data to be shared which is generated between Mondays and Fridays and one rule
sharing events gathered on Saturday and Sunday. Clearly, these two time spans have no day
in common and therefore the whole role would grant access to any event.
The second way of handling partial or no overlapping would be the merging and splitting of
rules. If time spans of two rules overlap, the intersection forms a new rule while the remaining parts of the original rules are modified to the point were they no longer intersect with
each other. To be more detailed, take two time spans i and j with the following properties.
starti < endi

starti

endi

startj < endj
starti < startj

startj

endj

startj < endi

Time

endi < endj

Figure 5.4: Two generic overlapping time spans

The properties are also displayed in figure 5.4. Time span i’s new end would be startj and j’s
start would be endi . The intersection and new time span reaches from startj to endi . For a
more concrete example, take these two simplified rules

dayOfWeekStart = Monday ∧ dayOfWeekEnd = Wednesday ∧ Cat_Type = Private
dayOfWeekStart = Tuesday ∧ dayOfWeekEnd = Friday ∧ Cat_Major = Environment
They have Tuesday in common and would generate the following three rules for a database
query

dayOfWeekStart = Monday ∧ dayOfWeekEnd = Tuesday ∧ Cat_Type = Private
dayOfWeekStart = Tuesday ∧ dayOfWeekEnd = Wednesday
∧Cat_Type = Private ∧ Cat_Major = Environment
dayOfWeekStart = Wednesday ∧ dayOfWeekEnd = Friday ∧ Cat_Major = Environment
These three rules could then be used in a disjunction to query shared events. The problem is,
that if n rules overlap in one time constraint, 2n − 1 merged and truncated rules for querying
would be generated. The calculation of this number is described in the following segment.
Consider a set n time spans each with a start and end date. Therefore, there exist 2n bounds.
Taking the construction of the previous examples, no new dates need to be inserted if rules are
merged. If rules do not overlap and therefore do not need to be merged, no new date is inserted
either. Thus, if all dates but the last one form a new span with the chronological next available
date 2n − 1 spans are created. The last one has to be left out, because it has no chronological
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successor in this set. Therefore, given n input rules, there can 2n − 1 rules created by merging,
if they intersect in only one time property.
To be more precise, the actual number of possible merged rules is min(2n−1, |dom(T imeP roperty)|),
where T imeP roperty is either days of a month, days of a week, minutes per day or the natural
numbers for the general start and end of a rule. To come to a conclusion, given n rules of one
role with four different time spans to overlap, the potential number of generated rules can be
estimated to be
(2n − 1) ∗ min((2n − 1), 31) ∗ min((2n − 1), 7) ∗ min((2n − 1), 1440)
which is pretty bad, considering that each rule would have to be checked against events on the
database. Therefore, an improved and enhanced approach is needed and will be described in
the next section.

5.3 Final Solution
To overcome the drawbacks and challenges of the last section, the concept of the system has
to be restructured. Roles and rules should still be the backbone of the project but have to provide more flexibility to the user in terms of filter creation. This approach will rely even closer on
the design of rules and filters presented in section 4.3, which talked about email filters.
Because filtering can be divided into two components, time and date based filtering and value
based filtering, the properties table, column, value and allowed are removed from a rule.
Instead, they are put to a new object called rule_table, which is now associated with a rule.
The new structure is depicted in figure 5.5. As depicted, one rule is now able to have multiple

Role
*

- title : String
- createdAt : Date

createdBy

1

has *
*

affects

User
1

- name : String
...

*

Rule
- start : Date
- end : Date
- dayInMonthStart : int
- dayInMonthEnd : int 1 has 1..*
- dayInWeekStart : int
- dayInWeekEnd : int
- timeOfDayStart : int
- timeOfDayEnd : int
- isConjunctive : bool

Rule_Table
- table : String
- column : String
- allowed : String
- value : String

Figure 5.5: Final data model designed to store information about shared access.

restrictions on different tables much like the approach of Thunderbird, where one rule can have
a user defined amount of filter properties. This reduces the overhead of created date restrictions and is more easy to manage, because value-based filters for the same time span are now
bundled. Another improvement is the flag isConjunctive in a rule object. By setting it to true,
a user declares that all rule_tables need to be fulfilled. Setting the flag to false means, that at
least one rule_table has to be conform with an event’s property in order to share it.
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Another adjustment in the concept is the change of the evaluation of multiple rules of one role.
They are now evaluated in a disjunctive way as users expected this to be the intuitive system
behavior.
With this changes a user should now be able to create a role that provides the previous described filter

Cat_Type = Work ∨ (Cat_Type = Private ∧ Cat_Major = Environment).
First off, he or she creates a role and adds two rules to it. Both rules will be provided with some
of the rule_tables depicted in figure 5.6. Rule_Table_1, which represents Cat_Type = Work,

Rule_Table_1
table = "cat_type"
column = "title"
value = "work"
allowed = true

Rule_Table_2
table = "cat_type"
column = "title"
value = "private"
allowed = true

Rule_Table_3
table = "cat_major"
column = "title"
value = "environment"
allowed = true

Figure 5.6: rule_tables used to create filter.

will be assigned to the first rule. The second rule will have its flag isConjunctive set to true
and will get assigned Rule_Table_2 and Rule_Table_3. It should now represent the expression
Cat_Type = Private ∧ Cat_Major = Environment. Both rules combined with a disjunction are
now representing the above described filter.
The new structure should be more intuitive and easy to understand for users. It simplifies the
creation of complex filters for roles and does not promote misuse of roles as presented in the
first approach. Furthermore, there is no need to merge rules anymore, which means that a
shorter query can be generated to find events affected by roles. This approach should now
be used as the basis for an implementation of a sharing system which is described in the next
chapter.

6 Implementation
The previous chapter laid out the general idea and the concept for the implementation. This
chapter will describe in detail how the concept was realized. First off, the data structure will
be introduced followed by a section about the API. It will be explained how the new interfaces
work and what existing interfaces were extended. Next the GUI is presented which uses the
new API to provide users with the possibility to create roles and rules and check what data they
have shared. The last section will describe what actions were taken to optimize the runtime of
database queries and server responses.

6.1 Data Structure
The concept of the final data model involving a role, rule and rule_tables has been introduced
and described in section 5.3. This section shall now describe the concrete implementation and
extension of the existing data model.
Based on the presented data model in figure 3.2, the following structure, depicted in figure
6.1 was implemented. This figure shows a simplified version of the extension. The properties

Time Span
Title

affected by

Rule_Table
Conjunction

Title

Table

0..n

0..n

Column

User

Role

1

has

0..n

Rule

1

has

0..n

Rule_Table
Allowed

1

0..n

creates

Days of
Month

Time of Day
Days of
Week

Value

Figure 6.1: Extension of the data model used by the Learning Context Project.

Time Span, Days of Month, Days of Week and Time of Day of the entity rule each describe
a period of time by providing a start and end field, which are left out in this figure. The extension
has been implemented without the modification of existing data structures, thus it is a modular
addition to the system and does not affect other implementations. Roles are associated with
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one user and he or she can create multiple of them, therefore it is an 1:n relationship which is
stored in the role objects. A role has a title which allows users to provide a name that can be
more easily remembered than an id. Furthermore, it allows to categorize roles in advance by
giving them semantic names like Coworkers or Family. This way a user can remember what
type of people are affected by a role.
In contrast to section 5.3, a rule now also has a title. This was necessary as users may have
3 or more rules per role and need to identify them without checking all properties. Those ruletitles allow a similar kind of semantic structuring as role titles. By providing names like Weekday
Afternoon or All Position Data users can identify specified time spans or affected data.
The different time properties of a rule were first designed to support special character which
would allow users to indicate that he or she is indifferent about constraining a specific time
span or providing a start or end bound for a period. But it was discarded as this concept can
easily be realized by simply providing the minimum element of the domain as lower bound and
the maximum element of the domain as upper bound without the necessity to provide an extra
character and checks for each field. These different domains and their respective bound for
time constraints are
• "0001-01-01 00:00:00" to "9999-12-31 23:59:59" for describing the general time span
• 1 to 31 for days of a month
• 0 to 6 for days of a week, where 0 equals Monday and 6 equals Sunday
• 0 to 1339 for time of a day, representing the minutes of a 24 hour cycle
An advantage of these bounds is the native support by the database as no transformation into
other representations is needed to create a syntactical correct query. The only exception are
time values. They have to be transformed into an hour:minutes form first in order to fit the
database query syntax. But the integer representation is more easy to handle and compare
during various checks.
As depicted in figure 6.1, one rule has multiple rule_tables. These store information about the
type of events that should be shared. Table.Column addresses an entity and its property which
is connected to an event. The structure was shown in figure 3.2. Value and Allowed specify
what data is accepted or rejected in a table row. For example, a user can create a rule which
allows access to events with entities not storing information about apps, therefore the user
wants to define something like Entities.Key 6= 'app'. The resulting rule_table storing these
values can be found in the following
1

{

2
3
4
5
6

}

table : " entities " ,
column : " key " ,
value : " app " ,
allowed : false

When restricting an event by multiple properties, the user decides how the different rule_tables are evaluated. For this purpose he or she sets the field rule_table conjunction to
true to indicate that all have to be fulfilled or to false if at least one has to be correct. For
example if someone wants to share events where Entities.Key 6= app and Category.Type
= Work the flag rule_table conjunction has to be set to true because conjunction of rule_tables is necessary. If events with properties Category.Type = Private or Category.Major =
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Environment should be shared, a disjunction of rule_tables is needed and therefore the flag of
the respective rule has to be set to false.
The data structure is the basis for this sharing system. The creation and usage of it will be
described in the next section.

6.2 The API
As mentioned before, the Learning Context Project is currently in development but its already
running on a server, providing an API with methods for creation, modification and deletion of
events, entities, users and interests.
In order to process HTTP requests, the server uses various PHP scripts. For each resource and
each request type, a separate file exists which has to follow a naming pattern [Resource]_[Request-Method].php in order to be found by the server. Resource describe objects like
events or Interest, whereas Request-Method is the respective HTTP method type in capital
letters like GET or POST. For example, the API method for creating new events is implemented
in a file named events_POST.php and the function executed while requesting interests is in
stored in the file interests_GET.php. To access these functions, a user has to create a POST
respectively GET request with the endpoint events respectively interests.
Since the Learning Context Project is still in development, changes of the database structure
and new versions of the API are likely. To provide backwards compatibility, a database class
for generating SQL strings is provided. This class is updated with every new API iteration and
maps the old method calls to the potential new ones. This allows to maintain older versions of
API endpoints without actually modifying them on new iterations.
The general purpose of the API is the provision of methods which can be used to store, modify
and retrieve information from the database without the possibility to access it directly. Thus, a
user can access different methods which generate SQL queries under consideration of potential
request parameters and return the result of the query.
The following two sections will describe the new provided interfaces and the modification of
existing ones. It will also be explained how shared data is retrieved and what helper classes
were implemented to support this task.

6.2.1 New Interfaces
Basically, the new interfaces and classes can be separated into two groups. One group consists
of methods which enable users to request and retrieve shared data from other users or to check
what data will be shared by a certain role or rule. The other group, which will be explained at
first, contains those interfaces which allow users to create and manage roles and rules.
First off, the creation, modification, retrieval and deletion of roles can be done by using the
corresponding interfaces:

POST role creates a role with a given title
PUT role changes the title of a role, requires a valid role id
DELETE role deletes a role with all its assigned rules and relations to users
GET roles returns all roles created by the requesting user
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Each interface validates that a requested resource belongs to the requesting user and will not
execute its method if this is not the case.
After a user created a role, he or she can add participants of the system to it. Once a user
is added to a role, he or she is able to retrieve data that fits the filters provided by the role’s
rules. An owner of a role can also remove a user from it to withdraw him or her all access rights
granted. To perform these actions, the following two interfaces are provided and can be used:

POST user_role creates a relationship between a provided user and role
DELETE user_role removes the relationship between a user and role
Both methods ensure that relationships can only be established and deleted by the owner of
a rule. All other requester will be notified that either the role was not found or that they do not
have the right to access it. Furthermore, does a user have the possibility retrieve established
relationships between roles and users in two ways with one interface. GET user_roles can be
given an array of role ids as parameter and returns for each role the affected users. Further
does the user have the possibility to provide an array of user names which will result in the ids
of roles created by the requester for each supported user. The method does not restrict the
user to use either the first or the second approach and thus is capable of handling both arrays
at once. The function could be used to provide a user with a search functionality to find all
users for a role or to easily manage the roles assigned to one user.
All actions regarding the relationship between roles and affected users require the owner of a
role to explicitly provide the affected user’s name and not an id. This due to the fact, that the
system does not tell the respective id to its users and furthermore, it is assumed that users will
exchange contact information in real life and thus rather exchange their account names than
an id.
When a user has created a role, he or she is able to add some rules to it. To be able to interact
with rules these interface methods can be used:

POST rule creates a rule with which defines the time periods in which certain events will be
shared. Various start and end parameter for different time spans which where introduced
in section 6.1 have be provided and will be checked for correctness. Additionally a user
has the option to withdraw the decision to which role a rule should belong
PUT rule enables the user to modify any property of a rule and also allows to reattach it
to another role. All properties are checked for correctness, including the ownership of the
possibly provided new role
DELETE rule deletes a rule and all rule_tables assigned to it. Again, the ownership of a
rule is tested
GET rules returns all rules created by the requesting user. A user can also provide the id of
an owned role to retrieve all connected rules. All rules contain their respective rule_tables
if any were created.
With these interface methods a user is able to manage the time constraints for shared events.
What is missing is the management of rule_tables which specify values other than dates that
are allowed or disallowed for returned shared events. The corresponding interfaces can be
found in the following list:

POST rule_table creates a rule_table based on the provided table, column, value and
allowed parameter. A user is also required to provide a valid rule id to which this object
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is automatically added

PUT rule_table allows users to reattach rule_tables to other rule and modify the previous
described properties.
DELETE rule_table deletes a the specified rule_table
Each of the methods ensures that a requesting user is also owner of a rule_table. Furthermore
it is checked if the combination of the provided table and column exists. The creation of rule_tables is necessary for sharing data. Only if a rule has at least one rule_table, data is affected and
shared ultimately accessible by other users, otherwise the rule will be useless. This behavior
was implemented as a security mechanism, that should prevent users from accidental sharing
all of their database entries. If one still wants to share his or her complete information with
others, a rule_table with nonsense, like Actions.Title 6= 'ThisDoesNotExist' can suffice.
Now that the interfaces for management of permission has been described, the following part
will explain how the created roles and rules are used to retrieve data and how users can check
what data is affected by a role or rule.
The interface GET shared_events can be used to retrieve information stored and shared by other
users. It provides optional request parameters to restrict the retrieved events. The following listing describes them in more detail:
• user_names specifies a set of users from which data should be retrieved.
• start and end describe a time period in which the timestamps of events have to lie in.
• conjunction is a boolean that allows to specify whether the following parameters are
concatenated in a conjunctive or disjunctive way.
• actions can contain the values Start, End and Update and describe the respective activity of events.
• category type, major and minor contain arrays of respective types. Events have to
have one of the respective values provided by each array. It should be noted, that these
three fields are independent from each other and do not rely on the presence of each
other, therefore it is valid if for example, only the field minor is given.
• platforms categorizes the device from which an event was created.
• entity_keys are used to restrict the retrieved events to a subset of available entities.
• interest name, stage and weight restrict events analogously to category type, major
and minor and are also independent from each other.
These parameters allow participants of systems like users or applications to retrieve only those
shared events that fit their requirements and needs.
The actual retrieval of shared data was the most complex task of this thesis as different aspects had to be taken into consideration. As described in chapter 2, the provided interface has
to be efficient in terms of run time and a multitude of roles by a potential large number of users
should be able to be processed in one request. A request for all shared events of all users
should perform well, even if thousands of users and millions of events are stored in a database.
Furthermore, the correctness of the implementation is of prime importance as only events affected by roles should be able to be retrieved. Thus the implementation of this function shall be
described in detail.
The following code snippet features an abstract three step representation of the interface func-
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tion and shall serve as an overview.
1
2
3

4
5

function getSharedEvents ( $request ) {
$rules = findRulesFilterByRequest ( $request ) ;
$modified_rules = restrictRulesByConstraints ( $rules , $request - >
constraints ) ;
return $getEventsForRules ( $modified_rules ) ;
}

First, the function filters all roles, rules and rule_tables by the request constraints, returning
only rules intersecting with the requested time and containing rule_tables fitting the request parameters. Then the rules are modified to represent the intersection of provided and requested
restrictions. At last these modified rules are used to query all shared events. roles are only
considered to find rules affecting the user and are no longer of usage for accessing actual
events.
To find rules matching a request, the system first has to identify those overlapping the requested
time span. Time constraints of a request and a rule overlap if the following holds:

rule.start ≤ request.end ∧ rule.end ≥ request.start
It means that either a rule’s time span does not end before the start of request time period
or th period does not end before a rule’s span starts. In addition to time restrictions, rule_tables are used to narrow down rules in advance. The system searches those rules which
contain a relevant rule_table. In this case “relevant” means that a rule_table yields the possibility to access events with values concerning a user’s request. For example, a user provides the request parameter actions with the value start, which resembles the expressions
Actions.Title = Start. A relevant rule_table does either provide explicit access to the requested value, e.g. is of form Actions.Title = Start, or it does not disallow the value, i.e. it
disallows another value like Actions.Title 6= Action, or the rule_table does not concern the
request and therefore does not exclude it, an example would be Category.Type = Private.
A general representation of these conditions is found in the following and can be used to classify
a rule_table as relevant:
(rule_table.table = request.table
∧ rule_table.column = request.column
∧ rule_table.value = request.value
∧ rule_table.allowed = true)
∨
(rule_table.table = request.table
∧ rule_table.column = request.column
∧ rule_table.value 6= request.value
∧ rule_table.allowed = false)
∨
¬(rule_table.table = request.table
∧ rule_table.value = request.value)
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With this definition the system is able to search those rule_tables that are relevant for one part
of the request’s constraints and have the potential to allow access to respective events.
The system now has to differentiate between four cases, based on the conjunctive flag in the request and the rule. Each case describes the condition for a rule to share events corresponding
to the user’s request, based on its relevant rule_tables.
1. Both, request and rules, are disjunctive. It suffices to find only one relevant rule_table for
any request parameter. This is because the rule's and the request’s constraints intersect
in at least one point.
2. The request is disjunctive and the rules are conjunctive. This is analogous to the first
case.
3. The request is conjunctive and the rules are disjunctive. Again, this is analogous to the
first case, given the assumption that a request can be fulfilled in the first place, i.e. the
user does not provide cat_major = Activity and cat_minor = Position, but this will
be handled later by the system.
4. Both, request and rules, are conjunctive. The system is no longer able to simply check if
there exists one relevant rule_table in a rule and has to take another approach involving
the retrieval and exclusion of irrelevant rule_tables which will be explained later.
These four cases show that the retrieval of conjunctive and disjunctive rules can be handled
similarly if the request is disjunctive. In case of a conjunctive request the system will not proceed different to a disjunctive one for disjunctive rules but would change actions for conjunctive
rules
Instead of finding a single relevant rule_table, the system has to search for rules where all
rule_tables are relevant. This could be done by searching all relevant rule_tables of a conjunctive rule and checking if this number equals the total number of rule_tables. This would have
to be done for all rules. Obviously a lot of data would be discarded if only one rule_table of
a rule is missing. Therefore another slightly more complex approach for retrieving those rules
and rule_tables is chosen. First, the system searches conjunctive rules whose rule_tables do
not overlap with the request’s constraints. Thus it is known which rules do not contribute to
the retrieval of events concerning the request’s constraints and can therefore be neglected for
further processing. To find such a rule_table the following has to hold:
(rule_table.table = request.table
∧ rule_table.column = request.column
∧ rule_table.value = request.value
∧ rule_table.allowed = false)
∨
(rule_table.table = request.table
∧ rule_table.column = request.column
∧ rule_table.value 6= request.value
∧ rule_table.allowed = true)
This expression is used to find either a rule_table explicitly excluding a request’s constraint or
one that includes a value other than the one provided by the constraint. The second part of the
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expression might not seem plausible at first, but if a conjunctive rule contains multiple rule_tables, regarding the same table.column and allowing different values, not event will be return.
Consider a conjunctive rule with two rule_tables granting access to Category.Type = Academic
and Category.Type = Work. The conjunction of these rule_tables is Category.Type = Academic
∧ Category.Type = Work which can not be satisfied by any event as their Category.Type only
holds one value.
These rules are irrelevant as they do not share events requested by the user. Therefore a
second query is started searching for relevant rule_tables of conjunctive rules excluding the
irrelevant ones. The following pseudo code summarizes this step:

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11

function findRolesFilterByRequest ( $request ) {
if ( $request - > isDisjunctive () ) {
$rules = findRules ( $request - > constraints ) ;
} else {
$irrelevant_rules = findConjIrrelevantRules ( $request - > constraints ) ;
$rulesConj = findConjRulesNotIn ( $request - > constraints ,
$irrelevant_rules ) ;
$rulesDisj = findDisjRules ( $request - > constraints ) ;
$rules = array_merge ( $rulesConj , $rulesDisj ) ;
}
return $rules ;
}

First, it is determined whether the request is conjunctive or disjunctive. If it is disjunctive,
rules with relevant rule_tables are queried, regardless of a rule’s Rule_Table Conjunction.
Otherwise, the system first retrieves all conjunctive, irrelevant rules and excludes them in a
second query for all relevant, conjunctive rules. Furthermore all relevant, disjunctive rules are
retrieved and merged with the previously found ones. All found rules are then returned.
Finally the system has retrieved all rules that are capable of returning events of interests and
are part of roles affecting the requesting user.
The system now has to retrieve only those events that lie in the intersection of shared values
and requested ones. This is done by using the rules and the request’s constraints. Both are
concatenated in a conjunctive way as this forms their intersection. Furthermore, each rule’s
time constraint has to be modified to represent the intersection of requested and provided time
periods. This is done by assigning maxDate(request.start, rule.start) to the rule’s start
and minDate(request.end, rule.end) to rule’s end. With these rules a query can be generated
that will retrieve the requested events. An example of the whole procedure can be found in the
following.
Consider a user requesting shared events with the following constraints:

start = 08.09.15 ∧ end = 20.09.15
∧ Actions = Start ∧ Cat_Major = Activity
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Assume the user is member of one role with three rules granting access to the following events:

start = 10.09.15 ∧ end = 30.09.15
∧ Actions = Start ∧ Platform = Stationary

(1)

start = 01.09.15 ∧ end = 16.09.15
∧ (Cat_Type 6= Private ∨ Cat_Major = Activity)

(2)

start = 01.09.15 ∧ end = 30.09.15
∧ Actions 6= Start ∧ Cat_Minor = Position

(3)

∨

∨

For simplicity the rules and requests are displayed in a shorter form and time period checks for
rule-retrieval for were left out.
Since the request is conjunctive, the system will first search for conjunctive rules that can be
neglected. Rule 1 and 3 are conjunctive but only rule 3 is returned as it contains one rule_table having the restriction Actions 6= Start. Now, all conjunctive rules which contain relevant
rule_tables are queried, excluding rule 3. This will return rule 1 as it shares events with the
constraint Actions = Start.
After the conjunctive rules are retrieved, disjunctive ones with relevant rule_tables are queried.
Since rule 2 affects tables having Cat_Major = Activity it is returned.
With all relevant rules retrieved, the system will proceed modifying their time spans. Rule
1’s new period now ranges from 10.09.15 to only 20.09.15 and rule 2 now considers events
generated between 08.09.15 and 16.09.15. Finally, the rules constraints are conjunctively
concatenated with the parameters provided by the request, resulting in the following description
of events:

start = 10.09.15 ∧ end = 20.09.15
∧ (Actions = Start ∧ Platform = Stationary)
∧ (Actions = Start ∧ Cat_Major = Activity)
∨

start = 08.09.15 ∧ end = 16.09.15
∧ (Cat_Type 6= Private ∨ Cat_Major = Activity)
∧ (Actions = Start ∧ Cat_Major = Activity)
Obviously those expressions can get remarkably large considering a system with a few hundred of users and thousands of rules each with multiple rule_tables. This expression is then
translated into a MySQL syntax and evaluated on the database. Finally, the queries result is
returned to the user in form of events and the process is finished.
To check in advance, what events are shared by a role or a rule, the user has the possibility to
use the interface GET shared_events_for_role respectively GET shared_events_for_rule, providing the corresponding id as GET parameter. These functions ensure that the provided id belongs
to a role or rule created by the requesting user and uses the respective objects to create restrictions for event retrieval. The user is then presented with the hundred newest events found
using the rule or role. This should help the user to better understand how the system acts given
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different roles and rules.
Using the GET shared_events interface, testes showed that the system did not perform well in
terms of computational time. Given a database where 92 different users created 191 roles with
586 rules and 1177 rule_tables, the duration to retrieve all shared events was 3.9 seconds. At
that time the database was filled with only 12,000 events. Even requests for events from single
users took about 0.8 seconds.
This result was far from satisfying considering that database can have significantly more users,
roles and events. Thus the aimed goal of a providing a performant interface even for a large
scale database was not reached. Therefore the process of finding and accessing shared data
had to be optimized.

6.2.2 Runtime Optimization
As shown in the previous section, the performance of the interface to access shared data is
quite bad. Therefore, different approaches were taken to lower the access time and improve
the overall performance.
A first step was the introduction of an index structure for fields of the database that are frequently used for joining. Referring to the data model which was pictured in figure 6.1, there are
some fields that store relationships between entities. For example, rules store the id of their
respective role and roles store the id of their creator. Thus it is helpful to index these fields as
they are used in the retrieval process to find respective roles and rules for a requesting user.
Additionally the fields of the basic data model which was depicted in figure 3.2 are not indexed.
Again, it can be of benefit to index fields that are frequently joined. In this case, the most critical
one would be the id of an event stored by an entity.
Applying an index structure to those fields resulted in an improved performance. Another test
was run and it showed that for an similar amount of users, roles, rules and rule_tables the time
for requesting events dropped by approximately 26% to 2.9 seconds. The average time for
requesting all events from a single user even dropped by 95% to an average of 0.033 seconds.
Although the performance improved, especially for single user requests, the system still remained slow for requests concerning all shared events. An additional test with 100,000 events
showed that the bottleneck of the system probably is the number of query restrictions that have
to be evaluated on each event. The time to answer a query for all events raised to nearly 22
seconds and a request for one user took on average nearly twice as long, 0.07 seconds. Thus
an increased amount of events with the same amount of rules and rule_tables resulted in higher
response times and therefore the cause can only be the increased number of comparisons.
To tackle this issue, a new approach on requesting events has to be taken. It should lower the
needed comparisons for each event, resulting in an improved performance. As shown in the
previous section, restrictions are created by relevant rules and their assigned rule_tables conjunctively concatenated with the request’s constraints. This means in worst case the system
has to check all provided user ids, find the correct one belonging to the event and then run
through each relevant rule and their rule_tables in order to check if the event can be shared.
A formula approximating the worst case number of comparisons for one event can be found in
the following:

numUsers + maxNumRulesPerUser ∗ (8 + maxNumRuleTablesPerRule + numRequestConstraints)
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The 8 in this formula is a representation of the number of time restrictions which can be set in a
rule. The factor maxNumRulesPerUser equals the maximum number of roles by a user assigned
to the requester times the maximum number of rule per role. If these comparisons would be
pre-computed and some classification would be assigned to the respective event, a lot of time
could be saved. Therefore, the next step of optimization will be the classification of events.
As classification criteria the rules or the roles could be used. This thesis took roles as classification criteria as it resembles the original idea of role based data access.
To realize this approach, a new table connecting roles and events is needed. This new addition
can be found in figure 6.2. As shown, an event can have multiple roles that affect it, therefore
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Figure 6.2: Optimized data model for the Learning Context Project.

it is an m to n relation. This new table is also indexed as it will be frequently searched.
The optimized retrieval routine will proceed to search relevant rules as described in the previous section, but now it only uses their respective roles to find events from the new event_role
table. These events are then only checked against the user provided constraints.
Testing a request for all shared events on data base with 100,000 events, 91 different users
which created 202 roles with 591 rules and 1225 rule_tables resulted in a run time of 20.27
seconds for the old approach and a 94% faster response of 1.26 seconds for the new approach. Even the average response time to requests for shared events from a single user is
38% lower, 0.0771 seconds versus 0.0475 second.
In order to use this new approach, some new interfaces and already existing ones had to be
modified, because a classification routine has to be called in various situations. For example,
while new events are published to the server or during the modification of rules, the relation
between events and roles has to be updated. These situations can be categorized in to types.
The first type is the creation or deletion of events in which case either a new relation between
the respectiveevent and the user’s roles has to be established or an existing one has to be
removed. The second type concerns the creation, modification and deletion of roles and their
assigned rules and rule_tables. In this case, existing relations have to be recalculated for the
affected role and all events. To handle these two cases, a class called EventRoleMapper was
created.
If a user uploads an event to the server, the system will use this class to retrieve all roles affect-
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ing the newly created event. This is done by first retrieving the users rules with their rule_tables
and then checking which rule retrieves the event from the database. The roles of the relevant
rules are then stored together with the event in the respective table.
If a role and its components are first created, a query representing the role is generated and
executed. All returned events will be assigned to the respective role. If a role is deleted, all
relations regarding it are simply deleted. This is also the first step when a role is modified.
Because there is no way to determine which events are not affected by the modification, the
association is deleted and afterwards the same routine as for new roles is executed.
This way the system can classify events on arrival or on creation of new roles which leads to an
improved performance. Of course, this classification does not come for free but tests showed
even if a user has up to 120,000 events the classification for one role over all events only takes
1.12 seconds. On larger databases with two million events and 300 users, a single user has
on average 6,666 events. The time to classify events for one role in this database takes 0.92
seconds on average. Considering that this is only done while a user posts rules or roles to the
server and does not rely on its response, the duration for the computation should not bother
the user at all.
The optimization of the implemented interfaces resulted in a large improvement in terms of
computational time. It ensures that the interfaces will stay responsive even on a large scaled
database. An in depth evaluation of the interface can be found in chapter 7.

6.3 The GUI
In order to give users the opportunity to interact with the newly implemented sharing interfaces,
a graphical user interface was created. The GUI is a website which uses the API to create
and modify roles, rules and rule_tables. Furthermore, the website includes calls to the testing
interfaces which a user can call to check what events are retrieved when a role or rule is used.
The website uses PHP, JavaScript and CSS to provide a responsive interface. The front-end
framework MaterializeCSS was used to create a modern looking website based on Google’s
Material Design language [10] [13]. A flat design should ensure that the website does not have
a high navigation hierarchy and that it provides a structured overview.
Figure 6.3 shows the created website for a user with three roles. They are displayed in a list
and only show the respective title of a role. If some user wants to create a new one, the red
floating button located next to number 1 can be clicked. He or she is then prompted with a
dialog asking for a role name. If the user provides a title, the new created role will be inserted
at the end of the list of roles.
If a role’s header is clicked, it is expanded to reveal more information of the corresponding role.
In the figure 6.3, the role “Friends” is selected, revealing its creation date in the top left corner
and further elements for interaction. Number 2 shows a button labeled “Add User” serving the
implied purpose. If a user clicks the button, he is prompted with a dialog requesting a user’s
name. If a correct user name is provided, the respective user is added to a role and added to a
list below the button. In this figure the role “Friends” has two assigned users, Clark and Bruce,
which were added by the owner of the role. They can be removed by pressing the respective
trash-icon to the right of their names. The list of users can also be collapsed by pressing the
“Users” header right beyond the “Add User” button. By default the user list is collapsed to minimize detailed information and provide a more structured overview.
Further interaction with the role itself is possible by using the buttons to the right of number 3,
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Figure 6.3: GUI for shared access management.

which are visible in the detailed view of a selected role. From left to right, the buttons allow
the deletion, modification and checking of a role. The button for modification brings up a dialog
allowing a user to rename his or her role.
Checking a role means to view which events are shared by it. If a user clicks this button, a
new window is opened and the hundred newest events shared by the role are displayed. The
website uses the events_for_role interface to retrieve the information. An example of this
page can be found in figure 6.4. The page displays in a tabular view the different events and

Figure 6.4: Retrieved events for a role.

their properties. The total number of available events is displayed in the top left corner and a
button to close the opened window is shown in the top right one. To further support the user,
the events can be sorted by their properties. All a user has to do is clicking on the respective
header of a property and the values are displayed in ascending or descending order.
In the management interface, a user can add rules to a role by clicking the “Add Rule” but-
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ton below number 3 in figure 6.3. This will open a dialog which is displayed in figure 6.6.

Figure 6.5: Dialog for filter creation.

Figure 6.6: Dialog for rule creation.

From top to bottom, the user can provide
• a rule title and the method how rule_tables will be evaluate, e.g. disjunctive or conjunctive
• the general start and end dates for the rule
• a monthly time period
• a span of weekdays
• a time of day period
Excluding the rule title, each field has a default value. These values do not provide any time
constraints and are the respective minimum and maximum of the respective domain. For example, the weekdays time span has Monday as start and Sunday as end value. Therefore, the
whole set of possible weekday values is covered.
If a user has created a new rule, it will be added to a list below the respective button depicted
in figure 6.3. The list of rules behaves in the same fashion as the list of roles. It shows the
user the rule’s title and only if he or she clicks on an element, more detailed information are
revealed. These information can be found below number 4. Relevant periods are written out
and time spans covering the whole domain set are not explicitly stated. For example, the rule
“Weekend” currently selected in figure 6.3 restricts the days of the week from Saturday to Sunday, but does not restrict the days of a month. Therefore, the latter span is not written out in the
detailed description.
Rules also provide additional buttons for interaction. In figure 6.3, to the right of number 4, the
icons are displayed allowing the user to execute different actions with the respective rule. The
trashcan is used to delete a rule from a role. The gearwheel opens a dialog similar to the one
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displayed in figure 6.6. It allows the user to modify and change values of a rule. The last icon
on the far right is used to create rule_table for the respective rule.
On the website, rule_tables are simply called Filters since it is a more intuitive and expressive
name for users who do not know the system’s data structure. Clicking the last button in the row
opens a dialog showing the user a mask where filters can be added or modified. This dialog
can be seen in figure 6.5. It is separated into two sections. The upper section 1 allows the
user to create a new filter and the other section 2 shows already created filters. Clicking on
gearwheel in section 2 enables the modification of a filter which can be discarded or accepted
by the respective X and check buttons. To create a new filter, a user can simply select a value
from a drop-down list as table and does not need to know the different entities of the database
to create a filter. Then he or she provides a value for the selected table a chooses whether or
not the presented value should be allowed. At least the user has to click the “save” icon and
close the dialog by pressing “OK” in the bottom right corner to store this new filter.
As well as roles, single rules can also be checked. A user simply has to click the “Test Rule”
link in the bottom right corner of a selected rule and a window similar to the role’s one will open.
The link can be found in figure 6.3 at the detailed view of rule “Weekend”.
The website gives a user the opportunity to manage his or her roles and rules in a simple environment with a clean and structured interface, providing detailed information when needed.
Since the GUI only uses the newly implemented interfaces to create and modify different objects or to display events affected by roles and rules, the website can be seen as proof of
concept that such a sharing system can be build and is easy to use. To show that the system
can be used on larger scale databases the following section will evaluate its performance.

Part III

7 Evaluation
This chapter shall discuss and evaluate the implemented features. It will be checked, if the provided data model provides enough flexibility to create complex sharing rules and if the graphical
user interface is capable of presenting a structured view. Furthermore, the responsiveness of
the API should be examined. Therefore, run-time tests will be presented and evaluated.

7.1 Rule Modeling
In chapter 2 it was stated that the user should be able to create arbitrarily complex rules to
define a set of personal data he or she wants to share. For this purpose, a data structure consisting of roles, rules and rule_tables was created.
This structure allows to define detailed filters for various properties of events. Different constraints can be applied to define monthly, weekly or daily reoccurring time spans. For example,
a user is able to grant access to events which are created between 8:00 and 17:00 from Monday to Friday, between the 5th and 20th of each month. Additionally a user can also provide a
static time span, e.g. from 29. September 2015 at 14:57 to 6. December 2015 at 13:37. But
not only are time constraints possible, a user is also able to define filters for other properties
like category type or action. category_type 6= WORK or action = UPDATE are valid examples
for restrictions. Arbitrary many of these additional filter options are assigned to one time constraint and are evaluated either disjunctively or conjunctively. This two types of constraints are
represented as rules and rule_tables respectively. They allow the creation of complex filters
which are used to share sets of events fitting a user’s specific requirement.
For example, a user can share events created between 1.1.2015 00:00 and 31.12.2015 23:59,
in a daily time span from 13:00 to 16:00, where the day of the week has to be Saturday or
Sunday, every month between the 10th and 20th . Furthermore, these events have to have an
category_type of ACADEMIC and an entity_key 6= latitude or longitude. Additionally the
user wants to share all events where the category_type is WORK. The respective rules and
rule_tables are depicted in figure 7.1. Both rules can then be assigned to a role which again
can be assigned to different users in order to share the two specified sets of events.
As seen in section 6.3, the GUI is capable of displaying multiple rules and roles in a compact
way. A user can easily create, modify and delete rules and rule_tables to build sharing filters.
By having the possibility to name rules and roles, a user can provide meaningful titles which
further help to structure created objects. The UI is designed to only provide minimal information
such that the user can get an easy overview of his or her created roles and rules. The ability
to expand and collapse certain fields from a role like the user list or a rule, further improves the
minimalism and information on demand concept. Testing different rules and roles enables the
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Rule 1
start : 1.1.2015 00:00
end : 31.1.2015 23:59
dayInMonthStart : 10
dayInMonthEnd : 20
dayInWeekStart : 5
dayInWeekEnd : 6
timeOfDayStart : 13:00
timeOfDayEnd : 16:00
isConjunctive : true

Rule_Table 1a

Rule 2

table : Cat_Type
column : Title
allowed : true
value : ACADEMIC

start : 1.1.0001 00:00
end : 31.1.9999 23:59
dayInMonthStart : 1
dayInMonthEnd : 31
dayInWeekStart : 0
dayInWeekEnd : 6
timeOfDayStart : 00:00
timeOfDayEnd : 23:59
isConjunctive : true

Rule_Table 1b
table : Entity
column : Key
allowed : false
value : latitude

Rule_Table 1c
table : Entity
column : Key
allowed : false
value : longitude

Rule_Table 2a
table : Cat_Type
column : Title
allowed : true
value : WORK

Figure 7.1: Visual representation of two example rules.

user to try out different rule configurations without risking sharing anything to unwanted third
parties.
It is important to note, that the data structure is capable of defining any arbitrary set of events
as it is similar to the model presented in Sehta’s paper [16]. Due to the possibility of negation
in rule_tables and the fact that time properties can be negated by taking their complement time
span, e.g. “not from Friday to Sunday” translates to “from Monday to Thursday‘”, any description of events is possible.
The simplicity for displaying roles and rules with the powerful expressiveness of those, leads
to the conclusion, that the goal of providing a powerful GUI and data structure to the user has
been reached.

7.2 Run-time Tests
Mentioned at the end of chapter 6, this section will show a detailed comparison of the two
implementation alternatives. For this purpose, multiple tests were run to be able to compare
run times and respective behavior on growing databases.
For each test, the database was reset and filled with randomized data, which includes users,
events, roles and rules. Events were randomly assigned to users such that on average each
user has an equal amount of events. For the creation of random sharing filters the amount of
roles, rules and rule_tables varies from user to user. Each user has between 3 to 5 roles, each
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containing the requesting test user. Each role contains 2 to 6 rules with 2 to 6 rule_tables. This
way the randomized database should be able to resemble a real database in a more credible
way, as real users will create different amounts of filter objects. These numbers have not been
compared with real data and are based on the following assumptions:
• Users could categorize people by their social relationship and assign respective roles.
Those could be “family”, “close friends”, “friends”, “colleagues” and “boss”. It is also
possible to create roles describing the general activities like “private”, “sport” and “work”.
• Rules may be used to describe different time frames like “weekday” and “weekend” or
more detailed rules with differentiating between morning and evening. Furthermore, general rules could also be added which do not restrict any time properties.
• As shown in section 3.2.1, the data model of the Learning Context Project has around 11
fields, based on the number of entities, which can be filtered. Possibly, a user will only
create a few rule_tables such that a rule will provide access to events of one specific type
like “location” or “used application”. For this purpose not many rule_tables are needed.
After the generation of random database entries, each of the relationships between roles and
events are calculated and stored. Afterwards, the database can be used to process different
queries generated by the implemented API.
The first diagram is shown in figure 7.2 and displays the average run time of a query for
all events of one user with different database sizes. There are different graphs for different
amounts of users in the database. Furthermore, each configuration is tested with the first implementation and the alternative one - titled as “X User (alt.)” - which uses the relationship
between events and roles. As displayed in figure 7.2 the alternative implementation beats the
original one in each configuration in terms of response time. Furthermore, it is interesting to
notice, that the run time benefit of the alternative implementation increases if the number of
events per users increases. For example with ten users and ten thousand events, the run time
difference is 0.12 seconds versus 0.06 seconds and for ten users with 120 thousand events it
is 0.95 seconds versus 0.37 seconds.
Another test which is not depicted in the figures, showed that on a database with only one user
and 120 thousand events, the request for all events of this respective user took 2.99 seconds
with the first implementation and only 1.12 seconds with the alternative one.
Figure 7.3 shows a diagram comparing run times for queries requesting all shared events. For
each test 100 users were generated, each providing a variable number of roles, rules and
rule_tables to the requesting user. Each generated database was queried for all events and for
all events with a user provided constraint.
The result in figure 7.3 does not only show that the alternative implementation is way faster, it
also reveals that the response time of the first implementation is not stable. It varies extremely
and can only be caused by the different sharing filters of users which are randomly created for
each configuration.
Figure 7.4 shows the run time for the alternative implementation only. It displays the difference between simple queries and constraint ones. When constraining a search for all shared
events, the system first checks which roles grant access to the requested set of events. This
check does not necessarily decrease the overall performance of a query, instead it can speed
it up, as seen at the data point for half a million events. This happens, because fewer roles are
used to find events which results in a smaller set of events. Although this set has to be checked
if every item fits the described constraint, the time saved by retrieving less events can outweigh
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Figure 7.2: Comparison between original and alternative sharing interface, requesting events for a single users.

the additional time used for finding roles and checking the events.
The test showed that the alternative implementation has a clear benefit in terms of run time
compared to the first one. Furthermore, during the execution of the tests, some configurations
could not be handled by the original implementation as the generated queries were too huge
for the server, which resulted in an internal error. This means that the original implementation
is not capable of operating in an aimed environment with hundreds of users and millions of
events.
Although the alternative implementation also has its drawbacks like increased storage usage for
saving relationships between events and roles and recalculation of those when roles change,
a run time that is up to 11 times faster when retrieving all shared events outweighs those drawbacks.
The result of this chapter showed that the expenses of providing an alternative implementation
was justified and leads to the last, concluding sections.
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Figure 7.3: Comparison between original and alternative sharing interface, requesting all events.
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Figure 7.4: Detailed graph of alternative sharing interface, requesting all events with and without extra
parameters.

8 Conclusion
To conclude the written elaboration of this masters thesis, this last chapter will summarize and
review the presented work. It will elaborate whether or not the aimed goals where reached and
if the project has a practical usage. Furthermore, ideas for future projects relying on this work
are described and proposals for further performance improvements will be presented.

8.1 Summary
In this masters thesis a project was introduced and implemented which should enable users
of the Learning Context Project to share their collected data among each other or with other
entities like apps or algorithms.
First off, an introduction to the field of sharing was given along with motivational points describing the benefit of it for the Learning Context Project. The idea and aim of this project was
described with the use of an example scenario which should work in the final version. Based
on this aim, objectives and requirements were defined which included the seamless integration
of the project into the Learning Context Project, the need of a responsive API and a structured
web-based GUI.
For better understanding, different database access schemes were described. They should
present different alternatives which could be used when creating such a system. Furthermore,
the open learner model was introduced, providing the theoretical background of the Learning
Context Project. Last but not least, the Learning Context Project itself has been introduced
to provide background knowledge about the greater project this thesis is settled in. For the
upcoming design and implementation part, related work like social networks and rule-based
email filtering were described.
The second part described the different architectural design approaches that were taken before implementing the project. The first elaboration with its data model and drawbacks was
presented and discarded, but its design and idea was not scraped completely. The next iteration revised the former approach, got rid of the problems and was used as the final solution for
implementation.
The different parts of the implementation of the project were described along with the drawbacks of the first version of the API. An alternative solution requiring a further extension of the
data model, the relationship between roles and events allowed to improve the performance of
the system. The web-based GUI was build to make use of the newly implemented API. It should
provide the user with structured overview of his or her given permissions by showing detailed
information only in places were it is needed.
After this summary, the next section will review the thesis implementation.
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8.2 Review
This thesis aimed to answer the questions raised in chapter 2, if a data model can be designed
to store complex sharing rules and if these rules can be used in an efficient way to retrieve
shared data. Furthermore it should show that it is possible to grant access to data in a simple
way.
A data model was created which separates time constraints from other information constraints.
This allows users to create a more fine grained description of their events. Furthermore, it
reduces the amount of needed rules per user which results in a better performance of the
system and a more structured overview for a user.
To request shared data, two different approaches were implemented. The first implementation
generated queries and searched for respective events on demand, whereas the second one
generated a relationship between events and roles which resulted in a far better response time.
A web-based GUI displays all roles and rules created by a user. It was designed to provide
information to him or her only at places where it is necessary in order to keep a structured
overview even with multiple roles.
This system can be seen as a proof of concept, that a responsive framework with manageable
filter creation can be realized. Requests for shared events of a single user can be answered in
under 1 second which makes it usable in real time environments. Possible applications could
be a comparison between the activities of two users or the presentation of time and effort of
another user spend in a specific learning activity. Requests for all shared events do not perform
at the same speed of single user requests but can still be answered in under 10 seconds. This
response time may not be applicable for real time applications but can be used by another group
of entities. Statistic generating or recommender algorithms do not need to perform requests in
real time as they are presenting their content to a user without his or her actively requesting it.
Therefore, they can request all shared data, generate content and provide it to users. This way
they support them with reflecting views and suggestions for different learning activities.
In conclusion, the system could reach the goals that were defined and it is capable of managing
shared data even on large databases.

8.3 Future Work
As mentioned before, this thesis’ implementation can be the basis for future projects. Those
could be a general enhancement of the project itself by providing further performance improvements or other systems using this project as backbone. A few of them shall be described in the
following subsections.

8.3.1 Further Performance Improvements
In the current state, this project is fast and can answer queries in acceptable time spans. But
with growing number of users and events, queries will take longer and longer as shown in section 7.2. A potential solution could be sharding of the database to allow simultaneous searches
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for different users. Events, sorted by their respective user, could lie on different shards which
could speed up the query process for all shared events. For example, user A queries all shared
events from user B and C. If events of both users are located on different shards, the response
time could be reduced by up to 50%, given the assumption that both users have roughly the
same amount of events and neglecting the overhead of splitting the query and combining the
result set.
To reduce spikes in the workload of the used server, a scheduling for creating or updating relationships between roles and events could be used. Often it might be unnecessary to update or
calculate a relationship right on the spot. The system could enqueue the request and execute it
when less workload is expected. This would have a benefit on situations where multiple entities
frequently request the server, because the database would not be occupied with calculating
relationships.

8.3.2 New Projects
There are several ideas for projects using this thesis as basis or extending it. One of the
most mentioned follow-up-project in this thesis is the creation of recommender algorithms using
shared data to provide a user with suggestions for better learning materials and improved
activities. Such a recommender system could be implemented in two ways. Either the system
is run for each user, only utilizing shared data the respective user has access to, or it could
be run on a global scale with a publish subscribe mechanism. The later alternative would
operate as an own entity to which users can share data, which is used and analyzed to create
recommendations for the providing user and all other participants of the system.
A system with access to shared data of multiple users could also be used to generate insightful
statistics for lecturers and students. Difficult and unclear parts of the lecture could be found
more easily by evaluating invested time which can lead to a restructuring of the lecture and a
possible increase in teaching quality.
To increase the acceptance of sharing, an sharing-invitation mechanism could be implemented
which would guarantee the mutual exchange of shared data. For example, user Adam asks
user Bertha to share her data regarding ACADEMIC events. In exchange he offers to provide
his location data to Bertha. Only if she accepts this offer, both automatically grant access to
respective data. Furthermore, if one of them revokes his or her granted access, he or she would
automatically loose the rights to access the respective data of the other person. This invitation
or offer system could boost the acceptance of data sharing among users as both parties would
benefit from accepting an offer.
This ideas for future projects incorporate the thesis implementation to further enhance the
support for learners using the Learning Context Project.

“So Long, and Thanks for All the Fish” –
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas Adams
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